ABOUT US
The Australian Power Institute (API) is a not-for-profit organisation established in 2005 as an initiative of the power industry.

API initiatives target education, collaboration, diversity and improved communication to facilitate targeted academic programs, industry training and industry sponsored research that will deliver the next generation of innovative, high quality power engineering professionals.

KEY OBJECTIVES
• Provide a sustainable supply of quality engineering and technology graduates to energy industry
• Facilitate a strong energy focused engineering and technology education platform for undergraduate students and existing industry professionals
• Strengthen academic quality and industry experience to enhance student university education

VALUE PROPOSITION
Providing value through maximising collaboration and innovation throughout the energy industry, universities and schools, professional bodies and government in power engineering education, research and training.

VISION
The leading national organisation connecting people, skills and resources to power Australia’s evolving energy future.

PURPOSE
To add value to our members organisations and proactively contribute to Australia’s Energy Future by ensuring a sustainable supply of innovative, agile engineering and technology professionals equipped with contemporary skills to transform and sustain Australia’s energy future.